Psychology
The library resources contained within this guide may be helpful in locating topical information in the field of psychology.

Books
The following books can be located in the Seminole Community College Library.

Reference Books (Non-circulating):

APA concise dictionary of psychology
Call number: Ref BF31 .A65 (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary and Oviedo campuses)

Encyclopedia of human emotions
Call number: Ref BF531 .E55 1999 (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary campus)

Encyclopedia of psychology
Call number: Ref BF31 .E52 2000 (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary and Oviedo campuses)

Publication manual of the American Psychological Association
Call number: Ref BF76.7 .P83 2001 (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary, Oviedo, and Altamonte Springs campuses)

Suggested Subject Headings
For additional titles that may be checked out, use these subject headings and call numbers to help locate books at the Seminole Community College libraries and in LINCCWEB, SCC’s online library catalog:

- Philosophy of Psychology: BF38-64
- Psychoanalysis: BF173-175.5
- Consciousness, Cognition: BF309-499
- Affection, Feeling, Emotion: BF511-593
- Personality: BF698-698.5
- Developmental Psychology: BF712-724.85
- Parapsychology: BF1001-1389

Electronic Books (available in full-text, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with remote access)
These titles can also be located in LINCCWEB. To find them, search using the format as "e-book".

- Contemporary clinical psychology
- A dictionary of psychology
- Foundations of health psychology
- Popular psychology an encyclopedia

Journals, Magazines, and Newspapers
Journals, magazines, and newspapers can be located on the periodicals shelves at the SCC Library and are available for library use only.

Suggested titles include:

- American Journal of Psychology (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary campus)
- Annual Review of Psychology (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary and Oviedo campuses)
- Developmental Psychology (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary campus)
- Psychological Review (available at the Sanford/Lake Mary campus)
Electronic Articles
The SCC Library provides online access to full-text articles through our online databases. Please note: you must be a student, faculty, or staff member to use these services. Your borrower ID is the 14-digit number beneath the barcode on your student ID/library card. Your PIN number is the last 4 digits of your social security number. You must have your card activated in order to access the databases.

Suggested databases include:
Academic Search Complete (EBSCO)
CINAHL Plus with Full Text (EBSCO)
PsycArticles (EBSCO)
OmniFile Full Text (Gale)

Web Site Links
These web site links have been researched, evaluated, and annotated by Seminole Community College Librarians. The Librarians have specifically selected these Web sites to meet the research needs of Seminole Community College students

American Psychological Association Home Page
http://www.apa.org 07/09
This is the homepage for the APA, the “largest association of psychologists worldwide”. Their aim is to “advance the creation, communication and application of psychological knowledge to benefit society and improve people’s lives”. Within the site, you will find information about the association, overviews of selected psychology topics, links to numerous resources, and information about APA publications including the APA style guide.

ePsych
http://epsych.msstate.edu/ 07/09
A tool created by Mississippi State University, students can view tutorials that are designed to help teach the basic concepts of psychology. Activities and games are abundant, helping to fully illustrate the concepts presented in each lesson. Great for studying or even just for fun!

Encyclopedia of Psychology
http://www.psychology.org/ 07/09
Here you won’t find a traditional encyclopedia; rather, a relatively good psychology directory is contained within this website. Subjects covered are mainly from different branches of psychology (experimental, clinical, etc.), but other resources like professional organizations are also covered concisely.

Psych Central
http://psychcentral.com/ 07/09
Run by mental health professionals, users will find a breadth of information concerning psychological issues at Psych Central. The primary focus is on providing basic information on conditions and treatments, though students will also find the quizzes, research and resources sections to be supplemental material to their coursework.

Social Psychology Network
http://www.socialpsychology.org/ 7/09
The Social Psychology Network is an ideal place to visit if you’re looking for information about current research studies being conducted in the field of social psychology. Links are provided to all manners of researchers, organizations, and other disciplines related to the study of psychology. Also offered is a section for related news articles from various scientific and medical publications.

**For more in-depth coverage, consult Vanguard University’s “Amoeba Web Psychology Directory” page.**